
Celebrity  Couple  News:  Eva
Mendes Reveals Ryan Gosling’s
Secret Talents in the Kitchen

By Ellie Rice

In  the  latest  celebrity  news,  Eva  Mendes  has  revealed  on
Instagram that her hubby, Ryan Gosling, knows his way around
the kitchen. According to UsMagazine.com, Mendes stated that
her cooking skills are limited to rice and juicing, while
Gosling is not only a great chef, but quite the baker as well.
The ever so secretive pair rarely share information about
their family life, so we love hearing this!

In this celebrity couple news, it’s
all  about  appreciation.  What  are
some ways to show your partner you
appreciate them?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Showing your significant other how much you appreciate them is
crucial to a healthy and long lasting relationship. Cupid has
some advice for how you can go about this:

1. Words of affirmation: Everyone celebrates love in different
ways depending on which love language they feel most empowered
by. If your significant other likes hearing how much they mean
to you, then let them know!

Related Link: Celebrity Parents: Eva Mendes & Ryan Gosling Are
Running Into Trouble Teaching Their Daughters Spanish
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2. Give a little: Pick up something special you know your
boyfriend or girlfriend has been wanting, or even better, an
item you think they would love! They will feel cherished and
valued.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Find Out How Falling in
Love  with  Ryan  Gosling  Changed  Eva  Mendes’  Mind  About
Motherhood

3. Surprise them: Show you partner you care by proving how
much you listen to what they say. Has there been something
your significant other has been dying to experience? Surprise
them with it! Build memories and show your appreciation all at
once.

What  are  some  ways  you  show  your  significant  other  you
appreciate them? Start a conversation in the comments below! 

Fitness  Trend:  Mobile
Exercise Apps

By Megan McIntosh

It seems like there is always a new fitness trend popping up.
It’s hard when you don’t have time to go to the gym to get
down to business burning calories. So, why not embrace mobile
exercise apps with this fitness advice? These apps give you
the opportunity to get a gym-worthy workout from the comforts
of home.
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It can be difficult to get to the
gym for our health. Cupid has the
top reasons the fitness trend today
is  to  use  a  mobile  exercise  app
instead.

Regular  workouts  help  you  stay  fit  and  healthy.  Why  not
embrace a mobile exercise app when you’re limited on time?
Cupid found some great fitness tips:

1. You don’t need a huge time commitment: Fitness mobile apps
allow flexibility around your schedule. Even if you only have
20 minutes a day, you can improve your overall health by doing
a quick workout to get your heart rate up.

Related Link: Fitness Trend: Battle Rope Workout

2. They’re free: You can sweat it out without breaking the
bank! A lot of fitness apps are free. You only have to pay if
you want more customized workouts.

Related Link: Fitness Trend: 5 Benefits of Pole Dance Classes

3. Work out at home: Carve out a small space in your living
room or backyard and you can get a gym-worthy workout. You can
also do workouts that only require minimal-to-no equipment or
that are body-only workouts.

4.Variety:  There’s  yoga,  body-workouts,  cardio,  and  even
weights if you have some at home. Pick whatever you’re in the
mood for before your workout. Try popular apps like the Nike+
training club, Daily Yoga, or the Body Foundation–the creator
is responsible for Ryan Gosling‘s abs.

What are some fitness mobile apps you recommend? Share below!
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Celebrity Parents: Eva Mendes
&  Ryan  Gosling  Are  Running
Into  Trouble  Teaching  Their
Daughters Spanish

By Bonnie Griffin

In  the  latest  celebrity  baby  news,  celebrity  parents  Eva
Mendes and Ryan Gosling are discovering that children learn
the  language  they  hear  the  most.  According  to
EOnline.com, Mendes, who is Cuban, wants her children to learn
Spanish, but the actress is finding that what the children are
actually learning is Spanglish. Mendez told The Talk that she
speaks “Spanglish, and that’s what they’re picking up. So it’s
adorable, but it’s technically not a language.” Even celebrity
children say the darndest things.

Even celebrity parents have issues
with  various  parenting  efforts!
What  are  three  tips  for  teaching
your child a foreign language?

Cupid’s Advice:

Teaching children a foreign language can be difficult, but if
you start when they are young and remain consistent, you can
teach them to be bilingual. Cupid has some advice:
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1. Start teaching them while they are young: Young children
have minds that absorb knowledge like a sponge. If you teach
your child both languages from the beginning, they will learn
quickly. When children are first learning to really speak,
typically at ages 2 to 3, they can learn words quickly, even
in two languages.

Related Link: Parenting Advice: How to Manage Being a Working
Parent

2. Teach them one word at a time: While formal lessons are an
option, they are not a necessity to teach your child a foreign
language. Use pictures and objects to teach them one word at a
time, teaching them that the object or picture can be called
two different things — one in each language they are learning.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Parents:  Inside  Kate  Hudson’s  Co-
Parenting with Exes Matt Bellamy & Chris Robinson

3.  Communicate  with  them  in  the  second  language:  Choose
specific times throughout the day where you communicate using
the second language. Another option for this method is to have
one parent communicate in English while the other communicates
with their child in the foreign language they are learning.
Consistency  is  key  when  your  child  is  learning  another
language.

What are some methods you may have used to teach your child a
foreign language? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity Baby News: Find Out
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How Falling in Love with Ryan
Gosling  Changed  Eva  Mendes’
Mind About Motherhood

By Megan McIntosh

Not everyone thinks that motherhood is for them, and sometimes
it isn’t. But, a lot of times it just takes the right partner.
Celebrity couple Ryan Gosling and Eva Mendes are examples of
this. According to EOnline.com, Mendes never really considered
being a mom until she fell in love with Ryan Gosling saying,
“Then it made sense for me to have…not kids, but his kids. It
was very specific to him.” She says that a partnership and
motherhood  has  shifted  her  focus  from  ambition  in  the
workplace to ambition in the home. Instead of working hard on
a movie set, Mendes says working at home with her children is
“challenging her in so many ways.” It’s definitely enough to
keep her occupied.

In celebrity baby news, Eva Mendes
changed her mind about motherhood
because  of  her  partner,  Ryan
Gosling. What are some signs your
partner will be a good parent?

Cupid’s Advice:

It can be difficult to know if you or your partner are ready
to have a child together. But there are always signs to look
out for that indicate whether your partner will be a good
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parent:

1. Patience: If your partner is patient when it comes to
relationship squabbles, it’s a good indicator that they’ll be
a patient parent. Watch how they interact when it comes to
tiny annoyances. Kids know how to push all your buttons.

Related Link: Parenting Advice: 5 Steps to More Effective
Parenting

2.  Flexibility:  Is  your  partner  willing  to  accept  other
people’s suggestions? If your partner is willing to be wrong
or to compromise, this is a good sign they’re flexible enough
to be a parent with you. You won’t always agree on parenting
methods, so flexibility is key.

Related Link: Parenting Tips: How To Set a Good Example For
Your Child

3. Emotions: Your partner doesn’t have to be super emotional
to be a good parent, but it is a good idea to look for signs
of affection. If your partner readily shows affection, this is
a good sign they’re ready to be a parent in the future. At the
same time, they shouldn’t be quick to anger.

What are some signs you look for to parent with you in the
future? Share below!

Celebrity  Parents  Who  Keep
Their  Kids  Out  of  the
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Spotlight

By Melissa Lee

With living in a world absolutely obsessed with pop culture
and celebrities, you can only wonder — what does the media
love more than stars? The answer to that is unsurprising and
comes in the form of little ones… celebrity families! Not only
does  our  society  idolize  celebs,  but  we  also  have  a
fascination with famous families like the Kardashians. This
obsession has caused celebrity parents to make the executive
decision to keep their children out of the spotlight — and we
can’t exactly blame them!

Check out these celebrity parents
and their kids, who have managed to
stay out of the limelight!

1. Sandra Bullock: Bullock adopted two children, Louis Bardo
in 2010, and Laila in 2015. Although the paparazzi are always
dying  to  catch  candids  of  the  single  mom  with  her  kids,
Bullock  has  expressed  her  need  for  privacy  on  multiple
occasions. “Most foster children are in foster care because
they  were  taken  from  their  birth  homes  under  tragic
circumstances,” she says. “The last thing I wanted was to
bring more harm to her because of the nature of my job.”

2. Adele: Adele and husband Simon Konecki had their son in
October 2012, and have kept him out of the spotlight to the
best of their abilities. “We need to have some privacy,” Adele
explained. “I think it’s really hard being a famous person’s
child.” The couple even went as far as suing paparazzi in 2013
for taking photos of their son on a private family outing.
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Related Link: Celebrity Co-Parents: See How Stars Manage to
Raise Their Children Post-Split

3. Jennifer Garner: When it comes to this celeb mom, her main
concern was how aggressive the paparazzi were toward her three
kids, Violet, Seraphina, and Samuel. She says that her kids
were constantly uncomfortable with the paparazzi, and didn’t
want them to know what they looked like. “They don’t want this
at all, and I don’t want it for them,” Garner said.

4. Ryan Gosling and Eva Mendes: These celebrity parents are
notorious  for  keeping  things  under  wraps.  In  fact,  the
majority  of  their  six-year  long  relationship  has  been
extremely private! The couple have two daughters together,
Esmeralda  and  Amada.  “I  find  the  media’s  ‘bump  watch’
obsession to be both intrusive and stressful,” says Mendes.
“So I made the decision to eject myself from it completely.”

Related Link: Parenting Tips: How to Cope With Stress

5. Tyra Banks: Tyra welcomed her son, York, into the world
just last year, and has made a great effort to keep his life
relatively low-key. “I don’t think that my son has ever asked
to be seen, so I’m very, very conservative when it comes to
showing him,” said Banks.

Who are some of your favorite celebrity families? Share your
thoughts below!

Celebrity  News:  Eva  Mendes
Opens  Up  About  Raising
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Daughters With Ryan Gosling

By Delaney Gilbride

In celebrity news, actress Eva Mendes is all about that family
life! In a recent celebrity interview with Shape magazine, the
43  year-old  actress  opened  up  about  her  home  life  with
handsome husband Ryan Gosling, 36, saying, “What people don’t
know about me is that I love being home. Instead of hitting
the red carpet, I’d rather be with our girls.” The celebrity
couple are parents to their two daughters Esmeralda, 2, and
Amanda, 10 months, and it looks like they couldn’t be more in
love  with  their  little  family!  According  to
UsMagazine.com,  the  actress  also  shared  her  struggle  with
losing extra baby weight, but it looks like her kids might be
helping her out as she said, “It’s not as hard as I thought it
would be, because I’m always running around with the kids. I
never sit down — I’m on the move all day.”

This celebrity mom has no problem
being home with her celebrity kids.
What are some benefits to being a
stay-at-home parent?

Cupid’s Advice:

Chances are that when you have kids you’re never going to want
to leave the little munchkins! So, if you’re able to be a
stay-at-home parent, what are the advantages? Cupid’s here to
tell you all about it:

1. If there’s every an emergency – you’ll be there: If you’re
a stay-at-home parent you’ll be able to act on any emergency
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immediately. You wont need to be worrying about what could
happen to your kids while you’re stuck behind a desk at work.
You’ll be right there ready to handle whatever is thrown at
you!

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Natalie Portman Gives Birth
to Daughter Amalia Millepied

2. It’s economically friendly: If you’re able to rely on only
one partner for your income, being a stay-at-home parent can
help save a lot of money in more ways than one. You’ll save on
gas, car maintenance, and most importantly child care. All of
those things are bound to add up if you’re working away from
home.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby: Tori Spelling & Dean McDermott
Welcome Fifth Child, a Baby Boy

3. You’ll have a constant routine: If you’re staying at home
with your kids you don’t have to worry about being pulled out
of meetings or being late to work because of your hectic life
at home. You’ll be able to have a normal routine at home that
most likely won’t change too often.

Are you a stay-at-home parent? Comment below with some of its
pros!

Celebrity  Wedding:  Ryan
Gosling & Eva Mendes Secretly
Married Earlier This Year
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By Kayla Garritano

The  silent  wedding  bells  have  rung!  Ryan  Gosling  and  Eva
Mendes  tied  the  knot  with  a  secret  celebrity  wedding!
According to UsMagazine.com, this celebrity couple of five
years decided to get married earlier this year among a small
group of close friends and family. A source close to Mendes
says, “Eva and Ryan have always felt like a married couple.
They are infatuated with each other.”

This celebrity duo are officially
off the market. What are some ways
to keep your wedding a secret?

Cupid’s Advice:

Secrets can be tough to keep, especially with something this
big! But no worries; Cupid is here to help:

1. No formal invites: Sending out invitations may cause an
issue if someone who wasn’t invited happens to see it. If you
want to invite only your closest friends and family, tell them
in person, and have them write it down in their personal
planner, or somewhere that it won’t get out.

Related Link: Product Review: Sparkle on Your Big Day With
Cate & Chloe Wedding Jewelry! 

2. Bye, bye social media: To keep your wedding on the DL, it
means  you  need  to  keep  any  other  wedding-related  thing
private. The bridal shower, the bachelorette party, and maybe
even your first picture of the engagement ring fall into that
category.  Posting  your  events  on  social  media  just  makes
people wonder when the wedding is going to be, and you’ll get
the constant nagging.

Related Link: 6 Celebrity Weddings We Can’t Wait To Watch 
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3. No party, no problem: We know it’s exciting to get engaged
to the one you love. You’re going to want to throw the most
exciting  party  to  celebrate  the  start  of  your  new  lives.
However, throwing a large party will leave guests with the
anticipation of the wedding. This goes along with inviting
only your close family and friends, as well as not posting
anything on social media. If you want this wedding to remain a
secret, you may want to convert the large party you crave to a
smaller  gathering.  It  can  still  be  just  as  joyous  and
cheerful!

How have you kept your wedding a secret? Comment below!

Celebrity Videos: 5 Steamiest
Movie Kisses

By Katie Gray

One of the best parts about romantic comedies is that moment
when the main characters finally have their big first kiss.
The entire plot in these movies usually builds up to that one
big moment. The stars align, we hear the appropriate music
playing in the background, and it’s as if we can see birds
flying  around  the  couples’  heads.  Some  of  our  favorite
celebrity couples star in these movies! We love watching these
celebrity relationships on the silver screen in the form of
celebrity videos.
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Cupid  has  compiled  the  five  best
steamy movie kisses:

1. Titanic: “I’ll never let go!” Arguably one of the most
romantic films of all time is Titanic. The 1997 James Cameron
film starred Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet. To this day,
it remains a classic! There are a few kisses in a few scenes
of this movie that earn it a spot on our top kiss list.

2. Spiderman: This will go down as one of the most epic kisses
of  all  time!  The  famous  Spiderman  kiss  is  iconic.  Tobey
Maguire and Kirsten Dunst starred in the 2002 flick, and it is
definitely one of the best steamy movie kisses. This comic
book classic is one for the books.

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples We Want To Reunite

3. Juno: Juno is a cute movie and is cleverly written. In
fact, Diablo Cody won the Academy Award for ‘Best Screenplay’
for it! Juno and Paulie Bleeker finally tell each other how
they feel about one another, and kiss, toward the end of the
film. The scene is also made comedic, as their friend looks on
at cheer practice. They are young, fresh and genuine. The
sincerity of this couple earns them a spot on our list.

4. Walk The Line: The love story of Johnny Cash and June
Carter is truly inspiring! Watching the biopic, Walk The Line,
is beautiful, too. Joaquin Phoenix and Reese Witherspoon star
in the film, and at the end they share a steamy kiss on stage.
It’s definitely one of the steamiest movie kisses of all time.
“Because you’re mine, I walk the line” is right! The role even
earned Witherspoon an Oscar for “Best Actress” and Phoenix and
Witherspoon both won Golden Globes for their portrayals as
well. This true love story gives us all hope. Johnny Cash was
once asked about his idea of paradise and he replied, “This
morning, with her, having coffee.” Perfection!
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Related  Link:  Bigger  Is  Better:  Top  6  Celebrity  Couple
Engagement Rings

5. The Notebook: Is there anyone on this plant who hasn’t seen
The Notebook? Author, Nicholas Sparks, outdid himself with
this one when he wrote the book the movie is based upon. The
film became an instant romantic classic, just as the novel was
a #1 New York Times Bestseller. The movie starred Ryan Gosling
and Rachel McAdams, and there are a couple of steamy kisses in
the film that top our list! “If you’re a bird, I’m a bird.”

What are your favorite movie kisses? Tell us in your comments
below!

Ryan  Gosling  Gushes  Over
Celebrity  Love  Eva  Mendes
Calling Her ‘Very Helpful’

By Courtney Omernick

The celebrity love between Eva Mendes and Ryan Gosling seems
to  be  growing  stronger  every  day!  E!  Online.com  recently
reported that Gosling stated in an interview that Mendes has
been instrumental in helping him direct his first film. It
looks like their celebrity relationship is one for the record
books!

Celebrity love is in the air! What
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are some ways to help your partner
through a difficult time?

Cupid’s Advice:

While the celebrity relationship between Eva Mendes and Ryan
Gosling doesn’t seem to need help, that’s not always the case
with other couples. Your partner may be having a difficult
time,  and  you  don’t  know  what  to  do.  Cupid  has  some
relationship advice to help your partner through a difficult
time:

1. Talk it out: It might not seem like the easiest thing to do
right  now,  but  helping  your  partner  talk  through  their
problems will assist them in gaining perspective. And, it will
help you figure out what the real issue at hand is.

Related Link: Famous Couple Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie: When
is it Time to Seek Help?

2. Listen: Along with talking, comes listening. It’s important
that you’re listening to their issues so that you can provide
insight, not just because you’re “waiting your turn.” Really
try to get a sense of what’s going on with them.

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Prove Love Can Last a
Lifetime

3. Keep things present: There’s no use in getting your partner
even more worried about what’s going to happen in the future
because of what’s going on now. So, your best bet is to stay
focus on the present. What can you do to help them at this
moment? Take this one day at a time.

Share your relationship advice with our readers. How have you
helped your partner through a difficult time?
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The  Best  Celebrity
Relationship Moments of 2014
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Gwyneth Paltrow and Chris Martin Announce Their “Consciously
Uncoupling”

On March 25, 2014, the actress announced that she and the
Coldplay singer were "consciously uncoupling" but were "first
and foremost parents" to their two children. The couple has
remained  amicable,  even  as  Martin  quickly  moved  on  with
Jennifer Lawrence. Photo: Away! / PR Photos; Janet Mayer / PR
Photos
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Best  Celebrity-Inspired
Halloween Candy Choices

By Jessica DeRubbo and Molly Jacob

Each year, October 31st brings with it a chance to carve the
face of KISS frontman Gene Simmons in your pumpkin, dress up
as  a  sexy  version  of  Jasmine  from  Aladdin,  dance  to  the
“Monster  Mash”  at  a  masquerade  with  your  honey  and,  most
importantly, stuff your face with as much sugary goodness as
you can possibly muster.  Even though you’ll most likely be
clutching your aching stomach the next morning, Halloween and
candy  are  inseparable,  because  you  simply  can’t  have  one
without the other.

Hollywood isn’t innocent either when it comes to indulging in
candy on All Hallows’ Eve.  Celebrities may stay in shape
thanks to strict diets, but everyone has been known to splurge
once in a while.  In fact, places like Dylan’s Candy in New
York City honor those celebrity sugar binges by dedicating a
whole wall of treats to all of their favorites.  Here are five
candies that have been officially endorsed (at least verbally)
by some of your favorite Tinseltown hotshots:

1. Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups: Neil Patrick Harris has a sweet
tooth along with his funny bone. The “Gone Girl” star told
Entertainment Weekly that the peanut buttery sweet is his
favorite movie theater snack. “They are like the crack cocaine
of the candy world,” said Harris.

Related: Neil Patrick Harris is Married
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2. Hi-Chews: Ryan Gosling, according to an interview with
Esquire, has a candy obsession and “speaks of it the way rich
men  discuss  wine.”   While  Gosling  loves  many  forms  of
goodies  (excluding  anything  chocolate),  he  is  particularly
partial to Hi-Chews. “It’s the candy that never quits on you,”
says Gosling.

3. Swedish Fish: While Justin Bieber is known for his love of
Sour Patch Kids, the superstar has had a change of heart.
Bieber told the Montreal Gazette that he is done with his
addiction. According to Bieber, his fans kept bringing him the
candy to his shows, “so I kept eating them and now, if I eat
another  Sour  Patch  Kid,  I’m  probably  going  to  just  throw
up.” He now sticks to Swedish Fish when he’s in the U.S. and
Big Foot gummies when he’s in Canada.

Related: Justin Bieber and Selena Gomez Reunite at Coachella

4.  Sugar  Daddies:  Khloe  Kardashian  favors  Sugar  Daddies,
according to Wonderwall, and the reason behind it only partly
has to do with its taste. She says the hard candy reminds her
of  her  dad  because  he  loved  Sugar  Daddies.  “I  just  love
anything bad for you. Anything bad is good,” says Kardashian.

5. UNREAL Candy: Not every celebrity’s sweet tooth has to be
unhealthy. According to Yahoo!, celebrities such as Tom Brady,
Giselle Bundchen, Twitter founder Jack Dorsey and Leonardo
DiCaprio are endorsing this “junk-free” brand, which offers
alternatives to traditional treats. In a statement DiCaprio
said, “By working together to better understand the health of
both people and the environment, we can produce healthier food
that will benefit large populations of people while minimizing
our impact on the planet.”

Whether you prefer sweet, sour or chocolaty varieties of candy
in your trick-or-treat sack, and whether you’re an accountant
or a movie star, sugary treats have always been a staple on
Halloween.

http://cupidspulse.com/73369/justin-bieber-selena-gomez-reunite-coachella/


With that in mind, what’s your favorite candy, and why? Share
your thoughts below.

5  Celebrity  Bachelors  That
Take Care of Their Moms

By Courtney Omernick

Mother’s Day is long gone, but that doesn’t mean the men of
Hollywood have stopped taking care of their moms. Below, Cupid
has a list of Hollywood’s top guys who make sure their mothers
are taken care of:

1. Shia Labeouf: When he’s not on the red carpet, Shia can be
seen spending time and taking care of his mother. Shia even
stated during an interview with Playboy that his mother is,
“the sexiest woman alive.”

2. Leonardo DiCaprio: These days, photographers can’t seem to
get enough of Leo and his mother. They’re constantly caught
having lunch together, vacationing, and more. It has also been
reported that Leo won’t date anyone that his mother doesn’t
approve of! Talk about a good son.

3. Ryan Gosling: As if we needed another reason to love him!
Ryan makes sure his mother gets star treatment by bringing her
to every premier. He even asked Meryl Streep pay his mother a
compliment at the 2007 Oscars because she was worried about
her hair.

4. Sean Combs (P. Diddy): P. Diddy may present himself as a
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‘tough guy,’ but really, he makes sure his mom is taken care
of. Like Ryan Gosling, P. Diddy enjoys taking his mom to red
carpet  events,  and  making  sure  she  owns  the  best  of
everything.

5. Zach Braff: Not only does the ‘Scrub’ star take care of his
mom, but he makes sure that she has an active role regarding
his life decisions. When Zach bought a motorcycle, he stated
that if his mom disapproved, he would take it back to the
store in a heartbeat.

What other celebrity bachelors take care of their mothers?
Share in the comments!

Famous  Couples:  First  Comes
Celebrity  Baby,  Then  Comes
Marriage

Page 1 of 10
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Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie

This power couple has welcomed six adorable children into
their family -- three of whom they adopted -- since they began
dating  in  2005.  In  April  2012,  they  announced  their
engagement, but they still haven't made any moves to tie the
knot. Photo: Landmark / PRPhotos.com

Source  Says  Ryan  Gosling
Cooks for Eva Mendes and Baby

By Laura Seaman

Yet another celebrity baby is on the way, and father Ryan
Gosling is ready. The handsome Notebook actor has been caring
for  pregnant  girlfriend  Eva  Mendes  by  both  shopping  and
cooking for her. The couple first met in 2011, back when
Gosling was quoted about wanting to have children. Now that
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it’s  happening,  he  seems  just  as  excited.  A  source  tells
UsMagazine.com, “Ryan has already stepped into the role of
caring father-to-be.”

What are some ways to support your pregnant partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

Pregnancy is a unique, magical experience. However, sometimes
it can feel less than magical to the mother. Some tasks are
harder and everything seems to drain your energy a little
faster than usual. That’s why it’s so important to have a
supportive partner around! Here are some ways to support your
partner during their pregnancy:

1. Take the time to be there. If you want to show that you’ll
be a supportive parent after the child is born, show your
support for your partner by being there here and now. Take
some days off work, put your phone aside, and spend quality
time with your partner. Talk about what they’re feeling, what
you’re feeling, and what you can do to help them out on a day
to day basis.

Related: When are You Ready to Be a Dad?

2. Read the books and go to the classes. Preparing for a
child, especially if it’s your first, can mean reading a lot
of pregnancy and parenting books or going to birthing and
parenting classes. It shows dedication if you actively take
part in these prepping activities and your efforts won’t go
unnoticed.

Related:  Ryan  Gosling  and  Eva  Mendes  are  Having  a  Baby;
Pregnancy Revealed

3. Do some extra work around the house. Even if it’s the
seemingly small task of dusting a room, cooking a meal, or
getting some beautiful flowers to put on the kitchen table,
these are small things your partner doesn’t have to do and
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will thank you for noticing. Parenting means teamwork, and
this is an amazing start for you.

How have you supported your pregnant partner, or how did your
partner support you during your pregnancy? Tell us in the
comments!

Eva Mendes and Ryan Gosling
Are Having a Baby; Pregnancy
Revealed

By Sanetra Richards

Yes, you read the headline right! UsMagazine.com reveals a
source has confirmed that pregnant Eva Mendes and longtime
boyfriend Ryan Gosling are expecting a bundle of joy. The news
was verified shortly after rumors circulated around the web
about the 40-year-old actress’ seven month pregnancy. This
will be the first child for the Mendes and Gosling. In an
interview with Ellen Degeneres at the beginning of the year,
the Hitch star joked about the pregnancy rumor frenzy that was
happening: “It’s so ridiculous,” she said. “It all started
because  I  didn’t  want  to  go  through  the  scanners  at  the
airport.  You  know  those  X-ray  scanners,  which  are  really
creepy? They basically see you naked, right? And not only
that, but there’s a radiation aspect to it, so I always opt
out.”

What are some ways to keep your pregnancy under wraps? 

Cupid’s Advice: Expecting a baby is quite exciting! You are
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bringing a tiny human into the world, and there’s no feeling
that could possibly compare. For now though, you and your
partner don’t want anyone else to know your big news. Cupid
has some tips to help you hide your baby-to-be:

 

1. Don’t tell a soul: If you are waiting until you’re further
along in your pregnancy to break the news, your best bet is to
keep your lips sealed. You can tell a couple of close friends
and family members; however, everyone else is off limits!

Related Link: Eva Mendes Gets Giggly Over Ryan Gosling on
‘Ellen’

2. Avoid hint-dropping: You may be extremely tempted to post
cute baby-related things on your social media accounts…but
don’t! People will probably figure out what you do not want to
reveal. Remember, the ultimate goal is to keep this a secret
until you’re ready to share.

Related Link: Are You Expecting Ryan Gosling Perfection?

3.  Toss  the  fitted  clothing:  Use  your  wardrobe  to  your
advantage! Maybe you have some flowy, shift dresses to wear
when out and about; opt for those instead of your tight tees
and  button  downs.  No  one  will  suspect  a  baby  bump  is
underneath.

How  do  you  keep  your  pregnancy  under  wraps?  Share  your
suggestions below.
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10  On-Screen  to  Off-Screen
Romances
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Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan-Tatum

Since their fairytale began on the set of 'Step Up' in 2006,
the couple has given everyone hope for a chance of true love.
The way the dance together and act together is enough to make
your heart melt. The gorgeous pair is now happily married with
a beautiful daughter named Everly. Photo: Andrew Evans / PR
Photos
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Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Mary-Kate  Olsen,  Eva  Mendes
and Amal Alamuddin

By Shoshi

For  today’s  column,  let’s  take  a  look  at  three  celebrity
couples that are on top of the media’s radar– whether it’s
because of an odd pairing, an on-and-off-again relationship,
or a surprising new coupling:

Mary-Kate Olsen and Olivier Sarkozy: The former child star
turned  fashion  designer  is  rumored  to  be  engaged  to  the
banker, although she has yet to officially confirm the news.
When  this  engagement  was  first  announced,  there  was  a
collective  “ew”   heard  around  the  world.

Olsen is 27 years old, while Sarkozy is 44 years old — but one
can say that Olsen has experienced a lot in her 27 years.
Therefore, their 17-year age difference shouldn’t be a major
factor in this relationship. It’s the visual of seeing them
together that makes people stop and ponder a bit. She’s a
petite youthful-looking pixie, while he’s over a foot taller
than her and looks every bit of his four decades. In other
words, he looks more like her daddy than her fiancé. Seeing
the two of them with his teenage daughter definitely makes you
do a double take!

Since Sarkozy and Olsen have been together, she seems to be
completely drama-free. The two already live together in a six-
million-dollar home in New York City, and the fashion designer
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has shown how she will be as a stepmom to Sarkozy’s two
children. So the next step appears to be marriage. I can see
them  getting  married  secretly  and  having  a  baby  together
before the relationship hits a major bump.

Related Link: Mary-Kate Olsen Is Engaged to Olivier Sarkozy

Eva Mendes and Ryan Gosling: Are they together or not? That’s
the  question.  The  two  of  them  haven’t  been  photographed
together for over three months. In the midst of the break-up
rumors, she has been seen walking his dog, while he has been
seen driving her car and peeking over her fence. One report
even had the actor rekindling his relationships with his The
Notebook co-star Rachel McAdams, who he admitted was his first
love.

Maybe the twosome are just having fun and like to keep us all
guessing. It could also be a way to get people interested in
Gosling’s directorial debut How to Catch A Monster, which
Mendes stars in.

In looking at their relationship energy, I feel like these two
can’t figure out what they’re doing. Either they commit to
each  other  100  percent  and  get  married  or  buy  a  house
together, or they split and move on. Part of why they’re
staying together is their comfort level.

Also, might I add that it looks like things in the bedroom are
quite fabulous. Let’s keep it real: Good loving will make
anyone stay around a little bit longer!

Related  Link:  George  Clooney  Vacations  With  Rumored  New
Girlfriend Amal Alamuddin

George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin: It has finally happened:
Clooney is dating a woman who has beauty and brains. This
isn’t to throw any shade at the lovely ladies he has dated in
the past, but his new girlfriend has some major girl geek
credentials.  Alamuddin’s  resume  includes  a  career  in
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international law, fluency in French and Arabic, and a degree
from Oxford. Plus, she’s an author.

Some say that she’s way out of Clooney’s league. While the
actor is no Oxford grad, he is deeper than some of his former
dating choices. Let’s not forget that he normally makes his
intellectual statements in the movies that he produces and
directs.

There is speculation that he staged the recent photos of the
couple  in  New  York  because  he’s  upset  that  his  ex  Stacy
Keibler got married and is expecting a baby less than a year
after their break-up. I won’t go so far as to say that Clooney
cried over Keibler’s big news, but it bruised his ego a bit.
He’s used to his exes looking a little pitiful in the press
when he drops them, whereas the beautiful blonde rebounded
with a win.

His relationship with Alamuddin will have a typical Clooney
run. She will accompany him to events, vacations, and other
high-profile outings. However, she will bore of him versus him
getting bored with her. She’s a woman of many layers; Clooney
picked a lady who will give him a run for his money.

For more information on Shoshi, click here.

Hollywood  Couples  that  Went
from Reel to Real

By April Littleton

It doesn’t take much for two celebrities to hit it off while
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they’re practicing lines together on the set of their new film
or while shooting some improv on the latest hit television
show. Many of us wonder what it would be like to see some of
our favorite onscreen couples create a celebrity love story in
real  life.  Well,  brace  yourself!  Cupid  has  a  list  of
Hollywood  couples  who  took  their  romance  off-camera:

Celebrity Love Stories That Began
On-Screen
1. Liam Hemsworth and Miley Cyrus: Although Miley Cyrus isn’t
necessarily singing Liam Hemworth’s praise with her newly-
dropped single Wrecking Ball, who can forget the celebrity
love story that unraveled when the two first met? During the
production of the film The Last Song, the pop star began
dating her Australian co-worker. She even went as far as to
call him her “first serious boyfriend.” However, the celebrity
couple had a rocky relationship from the start. The duo broke
up twice before announcing their celebrity engagement in June
2012. Three times wasn’t the charm in this case either: The
pair recently called off their relationship for good.

Related Link: Celebrity Photo Gallery: Famous Couples Who Work
Out Together

2. Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan-Tatum: It was love at first
sight when Channing Tatum met his celebrity love on the set of
the 2006 flick, Step Up. After the film wrapped, the pair
began dating. Two years later, the famous couple got engaged
in Maui, Hawaii, and they married on July 11, 2009 at Church
Estates  Vineyards  in  Malibu,  California.  The  lovebirds
recently added a new addition to their family, a baby girl
named Everly Elizabeth Maiselle who was born on May 31st of
this year.

3. Ashton Kutcher and Mila Kunis: It shouldn’t be a shock to
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anyone that former That 70’s show co-stars Mila Kunis and
Ashton Kutcher are finally an item. After all, he was her
first kiss. In 2001, Kunis admitted to People that she took a
liking to Kutcher the moment she saw him. “I was like, ‘Oh,
he’s so cute, it’s the Calvin Klein model!’ … Then I was like,
‘I have to kiss him?’ I was so nervous and uncomfortable. I
had the biggest crush on him.” More than a decade has passed
since that on-screen kiss, and the Hollywood couple have been
dating for over a year now.

4. Eva Mendes and Ryan Gosling: Eva Mendes and The Notebook
actor met while filming The Place Beyond the Pines. Although
the couple keeps their celebrity relationship tightly under
wraps,  Mendes  did  speak  briefly  to  The  Edit  about  her
boyfriend of two years. “I literally lose my ability to speak…
I live in a very protective kind of bubble that I’ve created
for myself.”

Related Link: 10 Celebrity Couples We Never Knew Existed

5. Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie: The chemistry between these
two was hot on and off the set of their movie Mr. and Mrs.
Smith.  Although  Brad  Pitt  was  still  married  to  Jennifer
Aniston during the filming of the 2005 box office hit, the
Lara Croft: Tomb Raider actress later admitted that the two
“fell in love” on the set. In January 2006, she confirmed to
People that she was pregnant with Pitt’s first child. After a
seven-year  celebrity  relationship  together,  Brangelina
announced their engagement April 2012.

Who are some other Hollywood couples who turned their on-
screen love into the real thing? Comment below.
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Top 7 Best-Dressed Celebrity
Couples of 2013

By Dixie Somers

Celebrity couples are almost always in sync in the fashion
department. They coordinate their clothes most of the time, so
their outfits usually complement each other. Here are the
seven best-dressed celebrity couples we would all love to
imitate in 2013:

1. Will and Kate

Arguably the most adorable and loved celebrity couples, Prince
William and Kate Middleton always bring their A-game in the
fashion department. The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge always
look put-together, stylish and classy. From Will’s elegant
suits and crisp footwear to Kate’s ladylike-chic look, it’s no
wonder why this couple tops the list of the best dressed
celebrity lovebirds.

Related: What to Wear on a First Date

2. Liam and Miley

This  adorable  couple  has  the  same  edgy  street  style  that
consist of grungy band shirts and polished jeans, but when
they walk the red carpet, they definitely turn heads in a good
way. Miley Cyrus usually sports an edgy/elegant dress that
complements Liam Hemsworth’s crisp suits in the best of ways.
As  a  result,  they  will  always  be  known  as  a  fashionable
couple.

3. Will and Jada

Will Smith and Jada Pinkett-Smith always look superb on the
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red carpet. Because they both have a retro glamour style, they
complement each other’s look perfectly. Jada always wears sexy
yet sophisticated gowns that fit her body perfectly, and Will
always looks sharp in his suits and tuxedos.

Related: Peter Facinelli’s Girlfriend Jaime Alexander Stuns on
the Red Carpet

4. David and Victoria

Posh Spice and Beckham always look amazing. Victoria’s style
is always trendy, always fashionable and always jaw-dropping.
In fact, Posh is one of the most fashionable women in the
world. Combine her fashion sense with Beckham’s suave look and
you’ve got a well-dressed celebrity couple who turn heads
whenever they walk in a room.

5. Eva and Ryan

Goodness, don’t Eva Mendes and Ryan Gosling make such a cute
couple? They also make a fashionable pair. Gosling always
looks  like,  well,  a  celebrity,  and  so  does  Eva.  Eva’s
glamorous  flair  pairs  perfectly  with  Ryan’s  simple  yet
luxurious style.

6. Gwen and Gavin

This rocker pair always looks edgy and cool whether they’re
walking the carpet or just strolling. Gwen Stefani’s edgy
style  looks  amazing  when  paired  with  her  hubby,  Gavin
Rossdale’s  similar  rocker-cool  look.

7. Emma and Andrew

This adorable couple is a match made in heaven. Emma Stone and
Andrew Garfield have different styles, but they complement
each other perfectly. On one hand, you’ve got Emma who wears
some of the most beautifully sophisticated dresses on the
carpet. On the other hand, you’ve got Andrew who likes to wear
unexpected  pieces  like  bold  suits.  Together,  they  look
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amazing.

This article was written by Dixie Somers. Reem clothing offers
trendy, fashionable clothing that is sure to spice up your
man’s closet.

10  Bad-Boy  Celebrities  We’d
Love to Date

By Meghan Fitzgerald

Dating bad boys is thrilling. Even if you end up in tears with
a gallon of ice cream in front of you, we still tend to choose
the “bad ones.” In Profiling Your Date: A Smart Woman’s Guide
to Evaluating a Man, author Caroline Presno says, “Bad boys
are like potato chips–after you have one, you want to nibble
on more and more until you eat the whole bag and feel sick.”
Although  dating  these  certain  breed  of  men  is  sometimes
dangerous and stressful, it is fun. And sometimes ladies, we
all need some fun. Here are some bad boy celebrities we’d love
to date:

1. Ryan Gosling: With his powerful movies and stunning facial
hair, who wouldn’t want to date this hipster bad boy? Even
though his charming role in The Notebook can allude to the
fact that he is a sweet guy, he’s not always. His roles in
Drive, Blue Valentine, and Gangster Squad show his true self.

Related: What Attracts Us to Bad Boys?

2. Johnny Depp: This bearded pirate is a bad boy women would
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love to date! The American actor, film producer, and musician
has broken all rules of Hollywood and has been crowned the
Years Sexiest Man year after year!

3. Colin Farrell: A large part of Colin Farrell’s bad boy-ness
comes from the release of his sex scandal in 2003. The Irish
actor has a history of womanizing and excessive partying, a
key part to being a bad boy.

Related: 3 Reasons Nice Guys Shouldn’t Finish Last

4. Jude Law: Having an affair with Sienna Miller and producing
a love child gives this British heartthrob a serious edge. His
scandalous ways with  have filled the tabloids for years!

5. Matthew McConnaughey: Flying solo, Matthew McConnaughey is
tied with the bad boy image. The constant shirtless lad has
been arrested for drug possession and disturbing the peace.
This mate is a crazy party boy.

Related: 11 Ways to Meet Your Next Date

6. Christian Bale: How are you not considered a bad boy when
you play the role of Batman? Bale lost his cool on Terminator
Salvation‘s  director  of  photography  Shane  Hurlbut,  TMZ.
Leaving a strong image in the media.

7. Robert Downey Jr: It could be the possibility of being a
super hero however, they all seem to be “bad boys.” Iron Man
in particular has a past filled with a strong drug and alcohol
addiction. He’s seen years in and out of rehabs.

8. Mark Wahlberg: This muscular Boston boy has spent his time
in prison, and with his ballsy attitude who wouldn’t want to
date him?

Related: How to Date Like a Celebrity

9. Alex Pettyfer: The British I Am Number Four star has been
known referred to as a psycho loose cannon by ex-Dianna Agron.
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10.  Shia  LaBeouf:  Hollywood’s  bad  boy  has  his  ways  of
vulgarity,  violence,  and  womanizing.  His  temper  shows
throughout  the  entirety  of  his  bad  boy  image.

Would you date any of these bad boy celebrities? Share your
comments below!

Expert  Relationship  Advice:
Are  You  Expecting  Ryan
Gosling Perfection?

by Jane Greer, PhD for GalTime.com

From the outside, Ryan Gosling probably seems like a flawless
boyfriend — there’s certainly no denying that he’s a handsome
star. But maintaining a relationship, as he and Eva Mendes
have done for well over a year, requires so much more than
that.

We all want the ideal relationship with the best partner,
right?  In  our  minds,  that  person  is  very  clear:  always
thoughtful, tuned into our needs, knowing what we hope for
before we even have to voice it. So when you are dating
someone  and  they  don’t  act  like  that,  do  you  immediately
assume they aren’t right for you, or might they be worth a
little more time and effort? More important, how can you make
the distinction?

When it comes to your partner, many people’s notion is: If You
Loved Me, You Would. If you loved me, you would be willing to
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spend Saturday with my parents. If you loved me, you would
agree to eat vegetarian. If you loved me, you would shave
every day because I ask you to.

The problem is, when your partner doesn’t do these things, it
seems  like  they  are  being  selfish  and  purposefully
disappointing you. That is not always the case at all. In
fact, often your partner’s choices are more about their own
preferences and not a measure of their love for you. It is the
act of placing your judgment on those actions that puts the
negative spin on them.

We all come at things from a varied perspective, and much of
that has to do with the families we grew up in. It might seem
perfectly natural to spend every Saturday with your parents,
but he is used to seeing his own parents twice a year. Or you
might want to stop eating meat for one reason or another; but
she loves meat, and that has nothing to do with how she feels
about you.

Disrespectful behavior that makes you feel devalued or bad
requires other considerations. But if it is just a matter of
dealing with your differences, despite the few bumps they
might  generate,  it  doesn’t  have  to  mean  the  end  of  the
journey. The goal is not to eradicate the disappointments, but
to learn how to handle them, work through them, and move on.

No partner is perfect, probably not even Ryan, so you want to
be equipped to face the let-downs without letting the whole
thing falling apart.



Source Says Ryan Gosling Is
an  ‘Incredibly  Sweet
Boyfriend’

By Nic Baird

Ryan Gosling “is an incredibly sweet boyfriend,” according to
 a  source for People. The Notebook leading man seems to be
just  as  engrossing  off-screen  based  on  these  recent
testimonials.  Another  insider  said  he  and  girlfriend  Eva
Mendes  “get  along  so  well  because  she’s  not  needy  or
smothering.  They  just  work.”  To  top  it  off,  the  Gangster
Squad director, Ruben Fleisher, calls Gosling, who stars in the film, “funny and
charming.”

What are some important characteristics to look for in a mate?

Cupid’s Advice:

For  your  own  sanity  of  mind  you  should  look  for  some
characteristics above others. You need to evaluate the aspects
you idealize in a partner and make those a priority. Though
these are some essential examples of what you should focus on:

1.  Similar  values:  It’s  important  to  be  aware  of  your
partner’s  priorities.  Are  they  the  type  who  can  enjoy  a
monogamous relationship? Even if you’re just casually dating,
you should make sure you’re both on the same page. At the very
least, any relationship should have honesty and trust.

2. Upfront attitude: As you grow closer, it’s natural that
you’ll learn more about your partner’s life. Eventually you
should have a good idea of how your significant other spends
their  day.  If  you’re  often  surprised  by  your  partner’s
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actions, then you should question how much you know. For your
own dignity you shouldn’t invade your partner’s privacy, but
if  they  should  not  be  resistant  to  communicating,  and
dispelling  your  doubts.

3.  Demonstrates  respect:  No  matter  how  you’ve  tailored
your relationship dynamic, it should include respect. When you
feel  your  significant  other’s  respect,  trust  comes  more
easily. Your partner should treat you well in public, and
consider your feelings when acting.

What are some important characteristics you look for in a
mate? Share your comments below!

Six Celebrity Couples We Wish
Existed

By Elle Rose Williams

When surrounded by a celebrity culture and constantly looking
at the world’s most beautiful or talented elite, it’s hard not
to start wishing that two of your favourite celebrities were
dating. No matter how perfect some couples seem, deep in our
hearts we always know they could do better. Whether we think
they’d make a great match or just want to see the children,
here are five celebrity couples we wish existed:

Related Link: Top Five Celebrity Couples Who Have Made Love
Last

1. Lady Gaga and Tim Burton: The quirky duo that is Lady Gaga
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and Tim Burton could be the ultimate power couple, with Gaga
ruling the world of music and Burton ruling the world of film.
Their united interest in the bizarre and huge cult followings
could be great starting points. With your own relationship, it
can be a great idea to make sure you have common ground in
this same way.

2. Ryan Gosling and Rachel McAdams: Although Ryan Gosling and
Rachel McAdams used to be a couple, they’re now separated.
However, any girl who grew up with the ultimate romantic epic
The Notebook would think these two should be reunited one day.
It can be the same in our own relationships too: when we have
such  a  long  history  with  someone,  it’s  easy  to  picture
ourselves with them.

3. Jennifer Aniston and David Schwimmer: Friends might have
ended eight years ago, but after ten years of portraying the
ups and downs of Ross and Rachel, it’s hard to see Jennifer
Aniston  and  David  Schwimmer  as  anything  else.  Considering
Aniston’s  consistent  bad  luck  in  relationships,  it’d  be
amazing for her and Schwimmer to get together and to finally
see her settled and happy. With our own relationships, we like
to see ourselves with someone who’ll look after us and someone
who will be with us through the rough times and the good times
too, which Ross and Rachel always personified.

Related Link: Love in the Limelight: Why You Should Be Happy
You Aren’t Famous

4. Madonna and Richard Branson: Another important part of
being a couple is balancing your attributes. This would make
Madonna and Richard Branson a fantastic power couple. Plus, it
would be great to see Madonna settled down with a man her own
age. There’s a lot that Madonna could learn from Branson, and
even Branson could benefit from Madonna’s publicity stunts.
They’d be a good balancing act for each other, and this is
always a good way to seek out a potential partner.
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5. Charlie Chaplin and Gwen Stefani: How amazing would it be
if Charlie Chaplin and Gwen Stefani were a couple? Sure, the
two are actually decades apart , but their quirkiness and
originality would make these two a brilliant celeb couple. We
have a feeling their sense of humor would gel too. In your own
relationship, humor is hugely important. As long as you can
laugh together, the bad things will never seem as bad.

6. Audrey Hepburn and Colin Farrell: Audrey Hepburn and Colin
Farrell are another couple that would be impossible, but still
would  be  brilliant.  We’d  love  to  see  the  dynamic,  cheeky
Irishman be tamed by the ultimate lady of class and elegance.
They’d be so different that they could actually be the perfect
match. This can apply to real couples too, so look for someone
who wants you to be the very best version of yourself.

Elle works for CS Bedford, an engagement jeweller in London.

Ryan Gosling and Eva Mendes
Head to Canada

First, Eva Mendes and Ryan Gosling were spotted hand in
hand in New York City, and now they are vacationing together.
It’s off to Canada for the two lovebirds. People reports that
they  took  a  flight  to  Montreal  on  Saturday  from  the  Los
Angeles International Airport. The Hollywood couple of almost
a  year  skipped  Sunday  night’s  MTV  Movie  Awards  to  travel
together. Gosling was up for a whopping three awards, none of
which he won.

What are some unique travel destinations for new couples?
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Cupid’s Advice:

New couples dream of a getaway for some one-on-one time, but
finding the perfect destination can be difficult. Here are
some unique travel destinations so that your vacation doesn’t
fall into the ‘been there, done that,’ category:

1. Ice hotel in Quebec: If you have already been to Quebec,
experience it like you never have before by staying at an ice
hotel called the HÃ´tel de Glace. Your room and even your bed
is made of sculpted ice, giving you and your partner a chance
to cuddle in an arctic sleeping bag together to keep cozy.

2.  Madagascar:  Madagascar,  just  off  the  Eastern  Coast  of
Africa in the Indian Ocean, is a perfect isolated getaway for
new couples to not only relax, but to explore. Whales can be
seen from the beaches, and ninety percent of its native plant
life is found nowhere else in the world, giving new couples a
chance to experience new things together.

3. Mosquito Bay: Mosquito Bay is a bioluminescent bay located
on the shore of the island of Isla de Vieques, Puerto Rico.
The bay illuminates in a bright blue light due to organisms in
the water being shaken. A tour on this bay would be a magical
night and a once in a lifetime experience for new couples.

What are some of your unique travel destination ideas for new
couples? Tell us below.


